EQU I L I B R I U M ’ S

Kinesiology Supplies News
Aura Balancing
Kinesiology
by Denise Robinson
$83.00
A comprehensive & detailed
training manual which covers
all you need to know about the
seven aura layers! How to muscle
test for aura energy imbalance,
all the emotional and physical
properties of a balanced and imbalance aura and natural
healing remedies information to clear an imbalanced aura
including aura-soma colour infused oils, crystals, crystal
gridding, colour, essential oils, affirmations, sound, flower
essences, oracle healing cards, runes, spirit message, palo
santo, sage smudging, incense, orgonite, water infusion/
cleanse, sacred geometry, figure 8 energy, spiral energy,
nature’s healing chi, EMF’s, Feng Shui, activities/spiritual
practices and so much more.
Also included within this manual is an Aura Balancing
Kinesiology balancing protocol and session sheet template.
Enjoy tapping into and balancing your Auras!
Aura Balancing Kinesiology is a hugely practical manual. It
does have explanations and theory, but in essence it is all
about working with the aura in a kinesiology session. It is
very thorough, systematic and step by step. The extensive
of the subject matter at hand will be refreshing when
considering elsewhere in kinesiology publications any
mention of working with auras is usually very brief.
Specs: A4 spiral bound publication of 140 pages. Includes
colour diagrams, pictures and graphics where necessary.

Spiritual Portraits
of the Energy
Release Points
by Michele Marie Gervais
$57.00
A Compendium of Acupuncture
Point Messages Found Within the
12 Meridians and 8 Extraordinary Vessels
This information is material that has been sought after by
Kinesiologists & Natural Therapists for many years!
This wonderful book actually explores the underlying
themes of every acupuncture point along 20 meridians as
well as the meridians themselves. It is a resource written
for practitioners of acupuncture, holistic healers, energy
workers and all those wishing to access and empower their
own self healing & that of their clients.
The book begins by summarising the spiritual/emotional
‘meaning’ or metaphor’ of each meridian. This includes the
12 major meridians and the 8-extra meridians. Following
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Transpersonal
Chakra
Kinesiology
by Denise Robinson
$83.00
A training manual, developed by
Denise Robinson, which covers
all you need to know about the
six lesser known Transpersonal
Chakras! How to muscle test for transpersonal chakra
energy imbalance, all the emotional and physical
properties of a balanced and imbalance chakra and natural
healing remedies information to clear an imbalanced
chakra including Crystals, Essential Oils, Flower Essences,
Affirmations, Sound, Colour, Oracle Healing Cards,
Affirmations, Spiritual Practices and so much more! Also
included within this empowering manual is a Transpersonal
Chakra Kinesiology balancing protocol and session
sheet template. Enjoy tapping into and balancing your
Transpersonal Chakras!
Specs: A4 spiral bound publication of 110 pages.
Includes colour diagrams, pictures and graphics where
necessary.
Other Manuals by Denise:
Kineasy Training Course Manual
Mastery of the Five Elements Training Course Manual
Chakra Healing Kinesiology Training Course Manual
Emotional Meridian Harmony Kinesiology Training Course Man.
Note that all Denise’s manuals, in being class manuals, begin
with concepts and protocols one would expect in the class
situation. Most of these introductory areas are the same or
similar across all her manuals and cover things like: Learning
Outcomes, Aims & Objectives, Accurate Indicator Muscle
Reflex Testing, Circuit Locating, Pre Checks, Goal Setting,
Age Recession. If you have any of her manuals already or are
acquiring multiple titles you may get initial pages of common
information.

each description is a list or quick reference of each of the
acupuncture points along the meridian (numbered & with
metaphorical name).
Following that the book launches into a description of each
acupuncture point, meridian by meridian (that is, 12 major
and the 8-extras). Each point is covered under the heading
of ‘Virtues’ and ‘Disharmonies’. These descriptions are
quite detailed and are written to indicate physical, mental,
emotional & spiritual strengths, blockages, expressions,
actions, character, purposes and more.
The author refers to the acupuncture points as ‘Energy
Release Points’, so their discussion is also centered around
unblocking, activating and releasing.
This book has truly remarkable and sought after information.
Whether used consistently in the clinic or occasionally
pulled off the home bookshelf, it will no doubt become a
very important and useful reference.

New A4 Charts
Aura Emotions Desk Chart
Single sided, laminated $13
A4 and printed in full colour
and laminated. This unique Aura
Emotions Chart resource is perfect
for using in your clinic space – for
Kinesiology Practitioners, Shiatsu
Massage Therapists, Acupuncturists,
Natural Therapists or anyone who
works with the Aura’s energy
and is interested in the emotions
associated with them

Colour Therapy Chart SET
laminated & double sided $20
4 x A4 chart (8 page) chart
set of Colour Therapy Charts.
A quick ‘go to’ guide when testing up
colour during a Kinesiology balance.
Includes 17 different colours, over
900+ Negative and Positive emotions
and over 250+ Physical Attributes

Essential Oil Reference
Chart SET
laminated & double sided $40
5 charts: totalling 10 a4 pages
Includes:
• 87 Essential Oils
• The Essential Oil name and the
Botanical Name for all 87 Essential
Oils
• Colour-coded energetic body resonance for each Essential
Oils – Spiritual (purple), Mental (blue), Emotional (green),
Physical (red)
• Over 800 Negative Emotions (what the oils clear)
• Over 800 Positive Emotions (what the oils bring and shift)
• Over 1,300 Physical Attributes* (what physical symptoms
the oils can be used for)
•Displayed over 5 double-sided colour A4 laminated pages
(10 pages in total) and held together with a hinged ring for
easy flipping!

Chakra Emotions Wall Chart
from By the Bay Kinesiology $75
Perfect resource for using in your
clinic space – for anyone who LOVES
Chakras and the emotions associated
with them!
• Includes 630 emotions in total – 90
emotions for each of the 7 chakras,
plus the Element and symbol for each
Chakra.
• Large format, vertical banner style
chart (84cm high x 30cm wide)
• Gloss laminate (not encapsulated) for
longevity
• Functional as art on the wall with
beautiful beach sunset background
picture to cultivate amazing Chi into your healing space.

Five Element & Meridian
Emotions wall Chart
from By the Bay Kinesiology $95
Includes 1,440 emotions in total
– 120 emotions for each of the
5 Elements (Fire, Earth, Metal,
Water, Wood) and 60 emotions
for each of the 14 Meridians It also has the Season and
Essence for each Element and the peak times of day for each
Meridian. Large format 71cm high & 100cm wide Gloss
laminated for longevity (not encapsulated).
Also perfect piece of functional art for your wall - fern filled
& lush green, including a beautiful forest background picture
which will cultivate amazing Chi into your healing space.

Emotional Healing Cards
by Nicola Green $35

Master your emotions and turn negative
feeling into positive, with this unique
pack. Lay out the interactive cards in
a specially devised ‘healing triangle’ to
understand where your emotions come
from, using affirmations and images
on the cards to deepen your selfunderstanding and clear yourself of blockages and psychic
wounds. The deck comprises 40 emotional healing cards
and a comprehensive 96 page guidebook. For more info see
our website (type title into our search field).

Crystal Reference Chart SET
laminated & double sided $50
6 charts - totalling 12 A4 pages)
Includes:
~ 108 Crystals
~ Crystals numbered 1 – 108 for
ease of testing
~ Colour picture of each crystal
~ Over 800 Negative Emotions (what the crystals clear)
~ Over 2,000 Positive Emotions (what the crystals bring and
shift)
~ Over 800 Physical Attributes* (what physical symptoms
the crystals can be used for)
~ Displayed over 6 double-sided colour A4 laminated pages
(12 pages in total) and held together with a hinged ring for
easy flipping!

Beyond the Sea Squirt
by Moira Dempsey $25

RMTi follows a drug free approach to
postural, learning, sensory, emotional
and behavioural challenges. It does
this by using movements and activities
that replicate the innate movements
made by a developing foetus and infant
that are necessary to integrate primitive
reflexes, establish life-long movement
patterns, grow the brain, develop head
control and muscle tone. Beyond the Sea Squirt is for those
interested in RMTi (Rhythmic Movement Training Int.) and
the stories of some of those who have used the programme
to make beneficial changes.

